
News from Custom Electronics 
Biggleswade Sound Technology Division Launched 

 
 
Custom Electronics began designing high technology digital audio systems over 27 
years ago, producing one of the countries first digital audio recorders. Now, 
alongside their mainstream activities in real-time software and hardware for 
broadcast, control, automation, aerospace and military activities; the company has 
decided to focus their experience in this area into a new Custom Sound Technology 
division providing the latest in computerised sound system consultancy, together 
with an exciting new Recording Studio and Rehearsal centre in Biggleswade.  
 
The facilities are general purpose, for all types of sound projects ranging from music 
production, through corporate, to broadcast. 
 
Recording Studio and Multi-Media Production: 
The Custom Sound Technology recording studio is self-contained, with performance 
studio and separate computerised engineering control room. The latest digital 
technology is available to ensure the highest standard of sound recording, storage, 
mixing and production for all types of project.  
 
Designed principally with live musicians in mind, the facilities are highly performance 
friendly, allowing the artists to easily move from rehearsal to recording stages 
without losing creativity.  
 
The recording atmosphere is close and not disturbed by the engineering technology 
of the separate control room. An extensive artists mixing and monitoring system 
means that even full bands can be recorded “live” if desired, using an independent 
monitoring system. 
 
The studio also has an Overview “PylonCam” installed, which publishes studio 
pictures through the companies internet website. This can also be controlled by a 
local operator to record session video clips, and even be interrogated and controlled 
remotely by email. 
 
Features: - 
� Large studio area 
� Performance isolation from engineering 
� Full live-band capabilities 
� Independent artists monitoring mix 
� Latest computerised recording 
� Multi-channel concurrent recording 
� Digital effects processing 
� Computerised mix-down automation 
� High quality monitoring 
� Automated live video recording 
� Live Internet website publishing 



 
 
 
The studio is already busy, but is committed to supporting local musicians as well as 
their larger clients.  
  
Interested parties should contact Custom Electronics’ Sound Technology division 
can be contacted on 01767 313167 or online at http://www.custom-electronics.co.uk  

http://www.custom-electronics.co.uk/
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